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To Whom It May Concern: 

Please find in this letter my complete and enthusiastic recommendation for Seth Stubbs. I supervised 

Seth’s work here at the Museum from September 2018 until August 2019. He originally worked one day 

a week as part of a computer science internship program through his school. When the school year was 

over, we were so impressed with his work that we immediately hired him to work daily for the summer. 

I am certain you’ll have the same experience with him. 

Seth is a fast learner and an excellent problem-solver. When he first joined us for his computer science 

internship, we gave him simple projects with known solutions. Soon, he left those behind and began 

working in a research and development role on experimental projects we had long left on the 

backburner. One such project, a demonstration about traveling near the speed of light, became a 

production component of our latest major exhibition. 

Seth also shows outstanding initiative in developing independent ideas. After we hired him for the 

summer, we set Seth to developing virtual reality experiences. This required software skills that neither I 

nor my colleagues possessed, but we trusted Seth to gain the necessary knowledge and communicate 

about what was possible within our project timeframe. The result was the successful development of 

five VR experiences that formed the core of a major event at the Museum. Seth was responsible for 

100% of the production process and the experiences would not have happened without him. 

I strongly encourage you to consider Seth – he will give you outstanding effort and offer ideas that will 

take you in exciting new directions. Please feel free to get in touch if that would be helpful. 
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